Development of a Decision Tree for Mitochondrial Dysfunction: Uncoupling of Oxidative Phosphorylation.
Mitochondrial dysfunction is the result of a number of processes including the uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation. This study outlines the development of a decision tree-based profiling scheme capable of assigning chemicals to one of six confidence-based categories. The decision tree is based on a set of structural alerts and physicochemical boundaries identified from a detailed study of the literature. The physicochemical boundaries define a chemical relationship with both log P and p Ka. The study also outlines how the decision tree can be used to profile databases through an analysis of the publically available databases in the OECD QSAR Toolbox. This analysis enabled a set of additional structural alerts to be identified that are of concern for protonophoric ability. The decision tree will be incorporated in the OECD QSAR Toolbox V4.3. The intended usage is to group the chemicals into categories of chronic human health and environmental toxicological end points.